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This picture taken on July 4, 2019 shows a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Onlookers observe a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on July 4, 2019. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Onlookers take pictures as they observe a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on July 4, 2019. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Onlookers take pictures as they observe a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on July 4, 2019. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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A leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, lays eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on July 4, 2019. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Onlookers observe a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on July 4, 2019. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Onlookers observe a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on July 4, 2019. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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An onlooker takes a picture of a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on July 4, 2019. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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This picture taken on July 4, 2019 shows a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, laying eggs under the supervision of Kwata association members on a beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Damien Chevallier, a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), installs a video camera on the shell of a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, at the Saline Beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on June 7, 2019, as part of a Greenpeace mission focused on turtles. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Damien Chevallier, a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), installs a video camera on the shell of a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, at the Saline Beach in Remire-Montjoly, French Guiana, on June 7, 2019, as part of a Greenpeace mission focused on turtles. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Damien Chevallier (R), a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) observes a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, after setting an Argos transmitter on its shell, as part of a Greenpeace mission, on June 5, 2019 at the Awala-Yalimapo beach, on the north coast of French Guiana. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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This picture taken on June 5, 2019 shows a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, wearing an Argos transmitter set on its shell by Damien Chevallier, a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) as part of a Greenpeace mission, at the Awala-Yalimapo beach, on the north coast of French Guiana. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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TOPSHOT A leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, moves along the beach wearing an Argos transmitter set on its shell by Damien Chevallier, a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) as part of a Greenpeace mission, on June 5, 2019 at the Awala-Yalimapo beach, on the north coast of French Guiana. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Damien Chevallier, a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), installs a GPS tracker on the shell of a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, at the Awala-Yalimapo beach, on the north coast of French Guiana, on June 4, 2019, as part of a Greenpeace mission focused on turtles. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Damien Chevallier, a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), installs a GPS tracker on the shell of a leatherback sea turtle, also known as the Luth turtle, at the Awala-Yalimapo beach, on the north coast of French Guiana, on June 4, 2019, as part of a Greenpeace mission focused on turtles. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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Damien Chevallier, a researcher of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), walks at the Awala-Yalimapo beach, on the north coast of French Guiana, on June 4, 2019, as part of a mission focused on turtles. (Photo by jody amiet / AFP)
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